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Answer all the questions.

Common chromium-containing ions include dichromate(Vl), CrrOrz-, and chromium(Ill),
Cf+. Dichromate(Vl) can be converted to chromium(Ill) in a re-dox reaction.

(a) State the colour change that takes place in this conversion.

Colour change from ..... to I2l

(b) (i) Complete the diagram below of a cell to measure an electrode potential for the
CrrOr2- tCF+ system. Label the diagram.

platinum

1 mol dm-3
H*(aq)

(i i)

t4l

electrode potential of theWhat conditions are needed to measure the standard
Cr"orz- | CF+ system?
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(c) The half-equations for the reactions involved in the cell are shown below.

H+ + e- + LH, Ee = o.oov

CrrOrz- + 14H+ + 6e- + zCF+ + 7H2O Ee=+1.33V

Use these data to derive the equation for the overall reaction that occurs in the cell.

l2l

(d) The concentration of CrrOrz- ions is increased and all other concentrations are kept
constant. The cell potentlat increases.

Suggest why the cell potential increases in terms of the equilibria involved.

...-.121

[Total: 13J
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A student was told that vanadium(V) can be reduced by sulphur dioxide. He did not know the
oxidation state to which it was reduced. He decided to investigate the change in oxidation
state practically by the process below.

Soz KMnOa

reduction oxidation

(a) The student weighed out 2.239 of ammonium vanadate(V), NH4VO.. The student then
dissolved this amount of NH.VO. in dilute sulphuric acid so that the final solution was
250 cm3.

Cafculate the amount, in mol, of NH.VO. in the 2.239 that the student weighed.

.... mol tzl

(b) In a fume cupboard, he reduced the NH.VO. to a lower oxidation state. He bubbled
SO, gas through the solution until there was no further colour change. The student
boil-ed the resulting solution for 5 minutes and allowed the solution to cool. This solution
is solution X.

Why did the student carry out this process in a fume cupboard?

(c) The student knew that the vanadium(V) had been reduced to vanadium in a lower
oxidation state because the solution changed colour. The student decided to use
manganate(Vll) ions, MnOl, to find the oxidation state of vanadium in solution X.

(i) He pipetted a 25.Ocm3 sample from the 250 cm3 solution X.

Use your answer to (a) to deduce the amount of vanadium in the 25.0 cm3 pipetted
sample.

(ii) He titrated this sample and needed 38.10 cm3 of 0.020, t";;-;; ,"::'t:
the vanadium.

Calculate the amount of MnOo used in the titration.

mol t1l

(iii) Deduce the number of moles of vanadium oxidised by 1 mole of MnOo

t1I

solution X

V in lower oxidation state

2815/06 Jun04
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(d) In this titration,
. the manganate(Vll) ions are reduced from the +7 to the +2 oxidation state,
o the vanadium in solution X is oxidised to the +5 oxidation state.

Use this information and your answer to (c)(iii) to show that the oxidation state of
vanadium in solution X is +3. Explain how you reached your conclusion.

t21

(e) Another student carried out a similar investigation but only boiled the solution for a short
time. He found that he needed more MnOo ions in his titration.
Suggest a reason for this observation.

..121

(f) Vanadium(V) compounds, such as vanadium(V) oxide, are useful in industry.

Describe an important industrial use for vanadium(V) oxide.

....t21

[Total: 12]
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g This question is concerned with complexes formed by transition metals.

(a) For each of the following comptexes, state the co-ordination number and the oxidation
state of the metal Present.

formula co-ordination number oxidation state

lNi(H2o)ulr*

CuCrr:

(b) ln this question, one mark is available for the quality of written communication.

Transition metal complexes can show cis-trans and optical isomerism.

Discuss what is meant by cis-transand optical isomerism in transition metal complexes.

For each type of isomerism give one example and labelled diagrams.

t4l
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....le]

Quality of Written Communication t1l

[Total: 14]
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4 The equations below show some reactions of transition metal ions.

zn2* + 2oH- -+ zn(oH),

cocto2- + 6NH3 + [co(NHr)u]'* + 4Cl-

2CrOo2- + 2H+ F+ CrrOrz- + H"O

ZCu+ --) Cu2* + Cu

(a) Use one of these equations to describe what is meant by a redox reaction.

..t31

(b) Use one of these equations to explain what is meant by a ligand exchange reaction.

[Total: 6J
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